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architects and visually impaired people: analysing two ... - architecture [1]. research has shown that
architects tend to design their own image and often ... we do this by looking at two data sets: a series of
interviews with architects, and a set of interviews with visually impaired people. through normative analysis of
the spoken word ... 2.3 architects talking you and your architect - aia minnesota - you and your architect
provides guidance on how to establish and benefit from those relationships. ... • have you and those with
whom you are talking fixed a construction schedule and budget? ... you and the architecture firm. interviews
also allow your to learn how each firm plans to you & your architect - welcome to nyc - you & your
architect a guide for a successful partnership. y ou & y our ... selecting your architect 5 services available from
architects 8 negotiating the agreement 9 compensating your architect 10 keeping the project on track 11 how
the aia can help 13 ... approach your project by talking to key members. review buildings the firm has ...
architects and visually impaired people: analyzing two ... - analyzing two ways of talking . peter-willem
vermeersch. 1, megan strickfaden ... four in-depth interviews with architects, and four with visually impaired
people. ... architecture [1]. research ... material knowledge for design – the architect’s vocabulary material knowledge for design – the architect’s vocabulary ... data collected during five in-depth interviews
with architects, ... or the space influence the architecture, the interviews were ... the ultimate six-step
guide to getting your first job in ... - can network with architects at different career stages who work at
different kinds of firms. attend as many events as you can. 2) get active in the architecture community go to
architecture-related events where you live. find an organization where you can volunteer, such as with your
town’s historical society. you could also give tours passive houses : energy efficient homes - passive
houses : energy efficient homes chris van uffelen salenstein : braun, 2012 ... talking architecture : interviews
with architects hanno rauterberg munich : prestel, 2012 ... talking architecture archiiecis auto refer ences .
title: nuove acquisizioni_04_2013 a brief history of information architecture - a brief history of information
architecture ... it is not disputable that we are talking computer architectures here, disks and boxes and wires
and hubs, but the way in which the term architecture is abstracted and ... visibility and results by the first
wave of modern information architects in the 1990s. from the mid 1980s, information ... max dupain and the
photography of australian architecture - australian architects and architectural photographers. the
questionnaire's purpose was to chart possible relationships between architecture and architectural
photography in australia with special emphasis on the work of max dupain. some interviews conducted mid
1990 e bulletin - repositorychitecture - architecture bulletin volume 75, number 4 march 2019 guest editor
kathlyn loseby front and inside front covers the winning competiton entry by architectus and ingehoven for
505 george street, sydney. see pages 12–17 for interviews with the client, planner and participating architects
of this competion. images: courtesy architectus procurement towards enterprise architecture infused
organisations - the interviews were semi-structured, open interviews; and the recorded conversations were
used for further analysis. the main sections of the interviews were: drivers to do ea, current ea approach,
difficulties encountered, competencies of a
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